COMPONENTS

- Top Mounted Bracket x 6
- M6x10 x 12
- Top Mounted Bracket Clamp x 6
- Screen corner connectors x 4
- Not used in this application
Step 1
Before installing the “Screen corner connectors”, we should adjust the spacing between the “Top mounted bracket assembly” at the far end of the worksurface as shown in the diagram “Detail A”.
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Step 2
Slide in the “Screen corner connectors” to the back screen first, the “Screen corner connectors” should be 50~80mm away from the edge of screens as shown in “Detail C” or top of “Top mounted bracket assembly” as shown in “Detail D”.
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Step 3
Slide down the side screens into the “Top mounted bracket assembly” first, as shown in “Detail E” below. And then slide the side screens into the “Screen corner connectors” as shown in “Detail F” below.

Step 4
Your set up is now complete.
Please contact cc@amqsolutions.com if you are missing any parts, have difficulty with assembly, or have any product related questions.